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Abstract: Optical vortices are beams of laser light with screw symmetry in their wavefront. With a
corresponding azimuthal dependence in optical phase, they convey orbital angular momentum, and
their methods of production and applications have become one of the most rapidly accelerating areas
in optical physics and technology. It has been established that the quantum nature of electromagnetic
radiation extends to properties conveyed by each individual photon in such beams. It is therefore of
interest to identify and characterize the symmetry aspects of the quantized fields of vortex radiation
that relate to the beam and become manifest in its interactions with matter. Chirality is a prominent
example of one such aspect; many other facets also invite attention. Fundamental CPT symmetry
is satisfied throughout the field of optics, and it plays significantly into manifestations of chirality
where spatial parity is broken; duality symmetry between electric and magnetic fields is also involved
in the detailed representation. From more specific considerations of spatial inversion, amongst which
it emerges that the topological charge has the character of a pseudoscalar, other elements of spatial
symmetry, beyond simple parity inversion, prove to repay additional scrutiny. A photon-based
perspective on these features enables regard to be given to the salient quantum operators, paying
heed to quantum uncertainty limits of observables. The analysis supports a persistence in features
of significance for the material interactions of vortex beams, which may indicate further scope for
suitably tailored experimental design.
Keywords: optical vortex; structured light; twisted light; Laguerre-Gaussian; helicity; chirality; CPT
symmetry; QED; quantum optics; photonics
1. Introduction
The arrival of laser sources in the mid-twentieth century heralded the development of
technology with a new capacity to produce beams of light of unprecedented directionality
and collimation, spurring major progress in the emerging science of quantum optics. In
quantum terms, laser light is primarily characterized by a strongly peaked population
distribution of very well-defined modes of propagating radiation, whose quanta are pho-
tons. Major advances [1–4] introduced the concept of azimuthally structured light, leading
to the conclusion that such photons might individually and separably convey observ-
able attributes of the specific modes to which they belonged [5–7]. That discovery, and
its experimental proof, has proved an especially rich ground of research in connection
with the particular form of structure known as an optical vortex, or twisted light, usually
associated with a helicoidal wavefront [8–12]. It had already been quickly established
that vortex photons could produce novel mechanical effects, initially described as opti-
cal spanners [13–15]—a term signifying a wrench-like delivery of torque, alluding to the
well-established term optical tweezers for optical nanomanipulation [16,17]. Subsequently,
attention has increasingly focused on other attributes of structured light, especially in
connection with an enhanced information capacity in channels for optical communication
and data handling [18–22], and in distinctive forms of spectroscopic interaction [23,24]; in
both connections, quantum aspects of the radiation become prominent [25].
For any essentially paraxial beam (signifying an idealized approximation of laser
light with a beam waist much larger than the reduced wavelength, λ/2π), the angular
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momentum (AM) that it conveys can be represented as a sum of spin and orbital parts:
SAM and OAM respectively. Based on such a simple partitioning, the former proves to be
associated with polarization alone. At the photon level, only circular polarization states
offer sharp quantum values, as such radiation states are eigenfunctions of both the SAM
and Hamiltonian operators [26]. A separately quantized orbital angular momentum was
originally conceived in an essentially classical formulation as a facet of an azimuthal phase,
manifest in specifically structured beams [1]. For paraxial beams propagating with a phasor
structure exp(i`ϕ), where ` is a topological charge and ϕ the azimuthal angle about the
beam axis, it was shown that the densities of OAM along the propagation direction, jz, and
energy density, w, must satisfy the condition
jz/w = `/ω (1)
where ω is the circular frequency of the radiation (assuming a plane polarization with no
SAM). The result is consistent with an orbital angular momentum `} per photon. However,
it emerges that the partition of optical AM into spin and orbital components is not unique,
as is evidenced by the separate quantum operators lacking conformity to the correct
commutation relations for unique and independent definitions [3,27].
Optical beams with the phasor structure exp(i`ϕ) entail a wavefront comprising `
intertwined helicoidal surfaces. Recognition of this clearly chiral character in the vortex op-
tical field has led to numerous highly rewarding investigations into the potential interplay
of material and optical chirality [25,28–38]. Pursuing the quantum principles of optical
vortex interactions has recently introduced a new and broader focus on spatial symmetry,
as individual photon-matter coupling events prove to be sensitive to the detailed form
of the optical modes to which the photons belong. Such features are also very evident in
atoms, both in spectroscopic and optical force studies [39].
In each connection, attention has begun to focus on the spatial variations of mea-
surements across, or within, the transverse profile of vortex light. Here, not only do
new symmetry principles come into play, but quantum aspects including uncertainty also
become significant considerations. Any localized measurement associated with the cre-
ation or annihilation of individual photons—such as absorption leading to a spectroscopic
transition—are fundamentally compromised by the preclusion of a position operator for
any relativistic quantum particle [26,40]. Quantum uncertainty also obviates the precise
positional registration of any individual photon’s angular momentum [41]. It is now appre-
ciated that optical modes with marginally different directions of propagation cannot be
discriminated with arbitrary precision [42]. The core of an optical vortex is not a precise
singularity; it has an effectively finite width [43,44].
This paper aims to systematize these symmetry features, to explain their mathematical
origin and their physical significance. While the quantum features of optical polarization
have recently been the subject of a comprehensive survey [45], such aspects of wavefront-
vortex or vector-vortex beams have yet to be addressed with the same level of scrutiny.
Polarization features are separable from the wavefront structure, only for states of uniform
polarization, and then only in the paraxial approximation. This is a topic that has advanced
considerably in the fifteen years since the applicability to studies of chiral matter was
first reviewed [46]. Detailed analysis can now elicit clear principles for the symmetry
classification of optical vortex modes and their fields, revealing features of far greater
intricacy than spatial parity alone.
2. Electrodynamics and Quantum Features of Structured Light
2.1. Field Operator Symmetries
Since photons cannot be localized, we can quickly dispense with any notion that these
quanta might themselves be meaningfully categorized in terms of spatial or temporal parity.
Even for their classical wave counterparts, and the optical modes for their representation,
there are fundamental differences in the symmetry aspects of the constituent electric and
magnetic fields, E and B respectively, for freely propagating light—although confined
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radiation may conform to mode-specific rules. For example, a linearly polarized standing
wave in a laser cavity may have either even or odd spatial inversion symmetry, according to
whether it supports an even or odd number of half-wavelengths between its end-mirrors.
At the outset, it is important to recognize that the symmetry properties of specific
optical modes need not conform to the symmetries of the fundamental quantum field
operators; it will become clear how this is so, in the analysis that follows. Significantly, in
the quantum cast of electrodynamics, it is possible to exploit the fundamental, unequivocal
symmetry of the field operators which, as we shall see below, entail summing over any
complete set of modes. The fundamental symmetries are parities with respect to charge,
space, and time inversion, respectively represented by C, P , and T . In the form of their
product, fundamental CPT symmetry is satisfied throughout the field of optics [47,48];
the reader interested in broader aspects including violation beyond the sphere of optics is
referred to a useful review [49]. For each of the three symmetries individually, the pertinent
symmetry group Z2 has eigenvalues of±1 denoting even or odd parity. Charge conjugation
has little relevance for the interactions of structured light, and in considering the spatial
parity of propagating light at a measurement instant in time we can focus on P alone.
The constraints on observables specifically imposed by temporal symmetry are the
same for any closed system, including freely propagating light. Indeed, this contrasts with
the behaviour of open systems exhibiting gain or damping [50–54] that are associated with
time-dependent expectation values. In the present paper, the focus is to be on the intrinsic
symmetry properties of optical vortices, which are distinct eigenmodes of the unperturbed
radiation Hamiltonian, rather than their interactions in dissipative or active media—for
the latter, see also the fuller discussion in reference [55] and the citations given therein.
A general discussion of symmetry in quantum electrodynamical interactions—including
multipolar forms of coupling and key observables in optically dissipative effects such as
dichroism in absorption—has been given in another recent article [56].
To address symmetry aspects at the photon level it is expedient to exhibit the key elec-
trodynamic equations in generic quantum form, applicable to various forms of structured
light—wavefront-vortex beams in particular. In quantum form, each optical field acquires
the status of a position-dependent operator. Adopting the Coulomb gauge, which dictates
zero divergence in the vector potential A, it is most appropriate to develop a detailed theory
in terms of transverse (solenoidal) electric and magnetic fields, E⊥ and B, respectively,
developed as expansions in any complete set of electromagnetic modes [57]. B is itself pure
solenoidal, irrespective of the gauge; the transverse label is unnecessary. These fields are
rigorously related to the vector potential:
B(r, t) = ∇×A(r, t); E⊥(r, t) = −∂A(r, t)/∂t (2)
These equations represent conditions on A, though they are not sufficient to fully
define it (for it is a gauge-dependent quantity, and not an observable). It follows that the
quantum field operators E⊥ and B have specific and opposite signatures for space and time
parity: E⊥ is odd and B even with respect to inversion P ; both have the opposite signatures
under T . It is as a result of this difference that chiroptical effects (those that discriminate
the handedness of chiral matter) are most commonly manifest in light-matter interactions
entailing an interference of electric and magnetic coupling with light [55,58–60].
Before proceeding further, duality symmetry is also worth observing. In source-free
space, it is possible to purposely cast theory in a form that respects the Heaviside-Lamor
duality transformation. One of the less widely appreciated implications of Noether’s
theorem [61] is a rotation in (E, cB) space [62,63], whose implementation is equivalent
in physical effect to a local coordinate rotation of π/2 in physical 3D space, about an
axis defined by the local Poynting vector. To such an end, it is possible to cast equations
in terms of another adjunct vector field, C (representing one of a potentially cascading
sequence), through the relation E(r, t) = −∇ × C(r, t) [64], using the non-zero curl as
an alternative basis for representing electromagnetic properties [65]. However, C and its
kind again represent incompletely defined, gauge-dependent properties, and it emerges
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that all quantifiable expressions for all observables may correctly be secured without
their involvement.
2.2. Quantised Fields and Mode Expansions
Each of the electromagnetic fields can be cast as a Fourier series, entailing summa-
tion over any complete set of radiation modes—the latter defined by wave-vector and
polarization [66]. It is convenient to adopt Ω as a generic label for any such mode, each
of which is associated with five degrees of spatial freedom, configuration space R5. For
conventional plane waves, three of these degrees of freedom are commonly associated with
Cartesian components of the wave-vector kΩ (with wave number kΩ). Perhaps surprisingly,
quantum aspects of radiation are quite commonly cast in terms of plane-wave descriptions,
despite the intrinsic lack of physicality associated with their infinite transverse extent.
However, for vortex structured beams such a representation is clearly inadmissible, and
with a mapping R3 → Z2R the wave-vector space is typically redefined in terms of k, `, p,
signifying partition into axial and transverse (angular and radial) functions. Here, ` and p
are integers, the former designating a topological charge and the latter a secondary index
denoting a form of radial distribution [67]; in the well-studied case of Laguerre-Gaussian
optical beams, ` and p signify the degree and order of an associated Laguerre polynomial
Pp` that tempers a Gaussian radial distribution. For Bessel beams, ` denotes the order of a
Bessel function of the first kind, and the secondary index is redundant [68].
In all cases, the other two degrees of freedom in R2 relate to the polarization η, where
they may, for example, be mapped by stereographic projection to co-ordinates on the
Poincaré sphere denoting a major axis of polarization and a degree of ellipticity. These
degrees of freedom provide the well-known polarization basis for binary basis informa-
tion, due to the orthogonality in polarization of states that occupy diametrically opposite
positions on the Poincaré sphere. (For vector vortex beams with transversely structured polar-
ization, two transverse degrees of freedom are harnessed by polarization, signifying a loss
of freedom in the wave-vector space. This is manifest in the observation that combinations,
i.e., physical superpositions, of vortex modes can deliver vortex polarization structures,
and vice versa, as discussed later.)
Generalizing the procedure for developing a quantum representation of optical vortex
fields [69], the fields E⊥ and B, which represent observables, can be cast as Hermitian
quantum operators. Their explicit time dependence can be secured from the Heisenberg
equations of motion, as indicated in the following. On expansion in terms of any appropri-
ate and complete set of modes Ω, the operator representations of these operators, and the
vector potential, at a position r take the following forms, conveniently expressed in terms



















aΩ exp(ikΩz + i` ϕ) + h.c. (5)
suppressing for simplicity the explicit inclusion of Gouy factors. In these two expressions,
the equation for the electric field is cast in terms of eΩ, the complex polarization vector,
and aΩ, the corresponding photon annihilation operator; the counterpart term featuring
the creation operator a†Ω is the Hermitian conjugate written as h.c. Also, ΞΩ is a mode
normalization factor incorporating V−1/2, where V is the quantization volume V, such
that the number of photons in this volume is given by a†ΩaΩ; fΩ is a dimensionless radial
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BΩ(r) = 0 (6)
where kΩ = ω/c.
The above field operators are expressed in the Schrödinger representation, in which
time-dependence is developed in the state functions, not the operators. The standard
temporal phase factors associated with each of the “positive and negative” frequency






















= 1. Hence, the annihilation operator terms shown explicitly in Equations (3)–(5)
carry a temporal factor exp(−iωt), the conjugate being associated with the creation operator
held in the Hermitian conjugate terms. As presented, time reversal T is wrought by
complex conjugation of variables and Hermitian conjugation of operators. Accordingly,
exchanging the exhibited terms with their conjugates preserves the sign for E⊥, but reverses
it for B. Under the inversion operation P , which spatially inverts polarization, wave-
vectors, and position vectors, the electric field has odd spatial parity, and is therefore
formally representable as a polar vector; the magnetic field is represented by an axial vector
(a pseudovector).
2.3. Linear Momentum Density
The quantum operator for the Poynting vector, signifying the local density of linear













where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity; the second term is included to ensure Hermiticity of
the operator, since the operators E⊥ and B do not commute [71]. Hence, P is clearly odd
in both time and space, as befits linear momentum. Its local direction serves to identify
the local normal to the optical wavefront surface. The Poynting vector is not, however,
anchored in the physical 3D space of linear dimensions—although, as an expression of
linear momentum density, it can indeed be defined at any point or region within that
space. Momentum cannot be graphically represented by a vector portrayed in physical
space—only in reciprocal (momentum) space.
Through its definition as the curl of the vector potential, the magnetic field B is intrin-




represent a right-handed orthogonal set and their components may be used to define a
locally orthogonal triad of axes, of Cartesian or cylindrical form, for example. In structured
light the local Poynting vector is not simply identifiable with the direction of beam prop-
agation [72]—its orientation may vary across the beam as illustrated in Figure 1. Exact
calculations of the Poynting trajectories for both LG and Bessel beams in fact exhibit a
subtle difference between surfaces of hyperboloid and cylindrical form [73]. Both E⊥ and B
then have components parallel to the beam axis, and a component pointing inwards. Their
relative magnitudes are locally determined, at a radial displacement ρ from the beam axis,
by an angle expressed as follows [42]:
θ = arctan(`/kρ) (9)
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Figure 1. (a) Phasor structure of an ` = 1, p = 0 LG beam, cycling as it propagates; hue denotes
the phase, colour intensity the level of irradiance; the latter vanishes along the propagation axis
(green arrow) at the phase singularity. The orientation of the local wave-vector (normal to the
wavefront surface) is azimuth-d pendent, as indicate at positions of opposite phase by r d and blue
rrows. (b) ` = 3, p = 0 LG beam, showing the mutually orthogonal disposition of the cylindrical
components of a local wave-vector.
In co sequence, both the electric and magnetic field vectors hav components that
are locally longitudinal, as well as counterparts of conventional transverse character, with
respect to the propagation direction.
2.4. Quantum Uncertainty
Interesting features emerge in the differential resolution of an LG mode at radially




.ẑ, such that δg serves as a
measure of the resolving distinguishability of modes Ω, Ω′ differing only in the directions
of local wave-vectors k and k′ of the same magnitude k, across a range of radial distances
ρ, ρ + δρ. It h s been shown that close to the beam axis the distinguishability scales as
k2` −1δρ, i.e., inversely proportional to the topological charge `. However, for positions
remote from the beam axis, the resolution limit scales with k −1`2 ρ −3δρ, quadratic in ` [42].
The infinitesimal singularity at the core of a vortex beam is a classical concept; the
quantum formulation is essentially consistent with an effectively paraxial cylindrical core,
but limits on positional precision may be more generally regarded as a facet of quantum
uncertainty on photon number within any small, confined 3D volume [43]. Quantum
uncertainty may prove significant in developments that, in order to harness quadrupole
interactions, depend on the high phase gradient near the core; whereas the classical
lower bound of intensity on the axis is zero due to a precise phase singularity, quantum
effects may always provide for a finite residual intensity even in that region. Indeed, a
long-established quantum uncertainty principle concerns the number of photons and its





(although defining a quantum operator for the phase is well-known to be extremely
problematic [75–77]). While achieving enhanced information content per photon can be
exploited for data transmission at low values of the topological charge, there is an ultimate
trade-off, where increasing the topological charge ceases to deliver any advantage [78].
The paraxial approximation is defensible only if allowance is made for an effective
indistinguishability of photons with small differences in propagation direction, within a
quantization volume V. If we consider two modes Ω and Ω′ of the same indices (`, p) but
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with small local differences in wave-vector direction, then developing the commutation





























= 1 for photons of the same mode, signifying the identification of the
photon as an integer-spin entity, a boson. As such, every photon interaction with matter
has to engage one or more of the creation and annihilation operators. Notably, since these
shift operators are not Hermitian, we cannot use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to secure
from the above commutation property any corresponding quantum uncertainty relation.
However, the result correctly reflects the fact that modes with very marginally different
directions of propagation cannot be discriminated with arbitrary precision.
The physical implication for photon propagation is that it is not resolvably rectilinear,
within any volume of linear dimensions significantly smaller than the optical wavelength.
This is, indeed, consistent with position-momentum uncertainty. However, this does not
admit any notion of an interplay of population between modes with marginally different
wave-vector, such as might be formulated in terms of a superposition of offset mode states
with time-varying coefficients. The lack of any quantum interaction to modify such mode
occupancy by the corresponding creation and annihilation of photons of similar wave-
vector is an insurmountable obstacle, serving to dispatch any notion of an optical vortex as
a continuously reforming vector bundle of plane waves.
One key aspect of the above discussion needs to be emphasized. Optical vortex modes
generally have cylindrical screw or hyperboloidal screw axial symmetry; the phase and
amplitude uncertainty of the component electromagnetic fields cannot compromise the
transverse spatial symmetry properties of those fields. This conclusion is comprehensively
vindicated in all experiments demonstrating the orbital angular momentum of vortex
beams and their interference patterning. This will allow us to proceed with a detailed
analysis of those spatial symmetries, in Section 4. First, however, the crucial aspect of
angular momentum operators needs to be addressed.
3. Angular Momentum Quantization
3.1. Quantum Operators
The total angular momentum J of any finite beam is given by the following volume integral:
J = ε0
∫
[r× P(r)] d3r (12)
which is a constant of motion for free-space propagation. Its familiar manifestation as spin
angular momentum (SAM)—failing to represent the entirety of angular momentum in the




For plane-wave or essentially paraxial beams of light (beam-waist w0  λ, the
wavelength) and adopting a circular polarization basis for the mode expansions, (3) and (4),






where k̂ is the unit vector in the z-direction of beam propagation, and N(C) is the number
of photons of L/R handedness C within the measurement volume. For these states of
pure circular polarization the result for the SAM can be written as σ}k̂ per photon, with
σ = ±1 for left/right handedness. Circular polarizations are the only basis states that are
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eigenstates of both the S operator defined by Equation (13), and the radiation Hamiltonian.
Any other polarization state may be resolved into a fractionally weighted superposition
of these two circular polarizations, equivalent to a rotation of the basis space on the
Poincaré sphere.
The total angular momentum can be written as J = S + L, where L is an orbital angular
momentum (OAM) given by [26]:
L = ε0
∫
E⊥ · (r×∇)A(r) d3r (15)
The OAM result, again for plane-wave/paraxial light, is `}k̂ per photon, consistent
with the result secured in the foundational theory [1]. In contrast to the SAM, the OAM
is unequivocally quantized in integer values ` ∈ Z with no upper bound. It is a global
property signifying the rotations of phase distributions within twisted optical modes, with
extremely wide-ranging applications [79].
Although the compartmentalization of optical angular momentum into spin and or-
bital components facilitates separation of wave-vector and polarization structures, only
a paraxial approximation affords this definitive separation [26,80–82], and only here can
unit spin be uniquely associated with states of circular polarization. More generally, with
the definition (13), optical SAM comprises not just conventional longitudinal spin angular
momentum about the beam axis but also transverse spin. This is another consequence of
non-zero longitudinal field components [83]; those field components and transverse spin
are both neglected in the paraxial approximation [84,85]. In fact neither it nor the orbital AM
operator satisfies the proper form of necessary quantum operator commutation [3,27]: in-
stead, the following relations apply, where subscript indices denote Cartesian components,












Note, in particular, the full commutability amongst components of optical spin, which
contrasts markedly with its material counterpart that renders it impossible, in matter, to
resolve quantum angular momentum components about distinguishable axes.
3.2. Conservation of Angular Momentum
The separability of orbital and spin angular momentum, to an extent compromised by
the existence of transverse components when non-paraxial conditions apply, produces an
interplay of spin and orbital angular momentum [86–89] whose effects become especially
evident through interactions of sharply focused beams with matter [81,90–94]. When the
corresponding individual operators for spin and orbital angular momentum no longer have
sharp eigenvalues, measurements of either kind within the beam profile can only reveal
a distribution, whose non-integer expectation values of the spin and orbital components,
expressible as [87,89]:
Sz = σ} cos θ; Lz = [`+ (1− cos θ)σ]} (17)
with θ as given by Equation (9).
To achieve complete conversion between fully quantized spin and orbital angular
momentum, there is now a wide variety of well-proven methods involving propagation
of the vortex light through purpose-made optics. For example, AM interconversion may
be purposely achieved at the focus of a high numerical aperture lens or on propagation
through optical components that play an equally passive role, the conversion process
conserving the total angular momentum in the radiation field [95–97]. In active media,
OAM may exchange with the material system, as for example through coupling with
plasmonic excitations in metallic nanostructures [98]: orbital angular momentum may also
undergo transduction in systems having a rotational degree of freedom, as has been shown
in both optically linear and nonlinear interactions [99,100]. In conventional nonlinear
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optics, parametric conversion processes (those that are coherent, elastic, and conserve
linear momentum) also fully exhibit and conserve OAM—a principle that was first estab-
lished in the doubling of topological charge in second harmonic generation. Indeed, in
processes leading to higher harmonics, each output conveys an OAM equal to its harmonic
number [69,101–103].
4. Spatial Symmetry Aspects of Optical Vortices
We have seen that an optical vortex signifies a beam with a helicoidal wavefront
structure, exemplified by the LG modes in which they are most frequently created. Such a
beam with topological charge ` is, at any instant in time, an intrinsically chiral structure
with a screw axis rotating by 2π/` over a repeat distance of one wavelength. Elements of
transverse spatial symmetry in such beams are readily identifiable, as has long been evident
from the characteristic patterning observed in the interference of vortex modes [104–108];
the position-dependence of the orientation in such features reflects the propagative twist.
The mode sums of Equations (4) and (5) embrace, for each mode with a specific topological
charge `, also the corresponding mode with charge −`, of opposite handedness: changing
the sign is equivalent to space inversion. However, there are more detailed intricacies to
consider. In the following we first address aspects of optical helicity and chirality, then
turning attention to broader issues of spatial symmetry.
4.1. Polarisation States, Chirality, and Helicity
First, we note that similar remarks can be made about circular polarizations—again,
since polarizations of opposite handedness are accommodated in the mode summations.
In fact, the polarization sum can be effected over a state basis represented by any pair of
diametrically opposite positions on the Poincaré sphere—which are always of opposite
helicity. The quantitative measure of optical helicity is a scalar quantity κ, defined as the
volume integral, over a discrete 3D element of space, of a scalar product between the vector









For freely propagating light this is a conserved quantity [111–113], as follows from the
dual electric-magnetic symmetry of Maxwell’s equations [114]. In fact, using the relation χ
= ck2κ for monochromatic (not necessarily paraxial) light [115], the flow of chirality satisfies
the following continuity equation [59,116–118]:
∂χ
∂t
+∇ ·ϕ(r) = 0 (19)
















where, once again, N(C) is the number of photons of L/R handedness C in the appropriate
element of 3D space. Here, it should again be emphasized, this is an exact relation for
paraxial light; higher order corrections due to longitudinal fields enter the result when the
beam waist is less than around one wavelength [119].
Noting the link that exists between angular momentum and helicity—compare the
above with Equation (14)—it is important above all to note that such a connection exists
for light purely as a result of its propagating character [38,59,109,116,118]. There is no such
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connection for stationary matter. Accordingly, whereas angular momentum is conserved
in interactions between light and matter, in the light-matter system as a whole, there is no
such conservation of helicity/chirality. Indeed, there is no quantum operator for such a
property in matter, and even to systematize measures of molecular chirality is a challenge.
Lacking a fundamental principle of universal application, only ad hoc heuristic methods
provide any basis for quantitative categorization [120].
Thus, although in some instances of chiroptical effect, such as single-photon circular
dichroism [35,121], optical helicity proves to be proportional to the circular differential,
there can be no connection at the level of quantum mechanism between such observables
and the beam properties of optical helicity, chirality density, or chirality flow. There is no
physical sense in which chirality can be said to be conferred between matter and radiation.
A chiral molecule will often manifest circular differential effects of opposite sign in different
wavelength regions.
4.2. Cylindrical and Rotational Symmetry
However, there are other more interesting attributes of symmetry to explore. Chiral
systems are necessarily of low symmetry: although they may possess few symmetry
elements, the only elements necessarily precluded by chirality are inversion, reflection,
and rotation-inversion elements. For matter itself, chirality thus signifies a lack of any
improper rotation axes: the operations of the relevant point group or space group to which it
belongs can contain no inversion, mirror reflection, or other rotation-reflection symmetry
elements [122]. These conditions are encapsulated by a preclusion of Sn symmetry elements
for all integers n, where the Schoenflies symbol Sn signifies invariance under reflection
with rotation about a perpendicular axis through an angle 2π/n. As is well known, the
operation of spatial inversion represented by the parity operator P is exactly equivalent
to mirror reflection in any plane, followed by π rotation about the normal to the chosen
plane of reflection. (Regarding planar surfaces or interfaces, the sole requirement is a lack
of reflection symmetry in any plane perpendicular to the surface).
As we have seen, for monochromatic radiation there is an implicit time-dependence
that is separable, enabling us to focus on 3D symmetry. In consequence of the helical
structure, the group theoretical representation of any attribute of an OAM state can only
be one of the pure rotation groups. Consider a paraxial representation of a generalized
optical vortex beam specified by wave number k, polarization η, and topological charge `,
propagating in the z-direction. For generality we can also anticipate a radial dependence
characterized by an index p. We sustain consideration of the Rayleigh range, z zR, where
zR ≈ w0/θ. With the standard phasor decomposition of Equation (3), the local electric field





` (z, φ) (22)
where
Φ(±)` (z, φ) = exp(∓iθ`); θ`(z, φ) = (kz + `φ) (23)
Here, in common terminology the scalar field θ`(z, φ) ∈ R is termed the phase, and the
complex field exponential (or cis function) Φ(±)` (z, φ) ∈ C may be referred to as a positional
phasor. It is also useful to define a phasor gradient vector field;
Φ
′
` = ∇Φ` (24)
Equally, θ′ is the gradient of θ.
The phasor defined by Equation (23) is a feature of not just the electric field but also
the magnetic field B. Field gradients prove to play a significant role in a wide range of
quadrupole and higher multipole interactions [39,123–132]. In molecular or dielectric ma-
terials, and especially those with a chiral structure, electronic transitions may be mediated
by more than one type of multipole, and through involvement of the azimuthal phasor in
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twisted light, the electric quadrupole form of coupling in particular introduces a range of
new and interesting features. For example, it can introduce a capacity for discriminating
physical media of left- or right-handed structure, as for example in angle-resolved Raman
scattering of vortex light to resolve optically active molecular enantiomers [24,133,134].
In optics, the direct connection in physical significance between the phase and phase
factor, and the mapping between the two, can lead to a blurring of distinction in their
description. However, a clear difference in the form of their gradient fields invites closer
attention to their symmetry properties. The wavefront of a vortex beam is itself chiral; it
lacks any inversion, reflection, or rotation-reflection symmetry, and within the span of a
wavelength it has only screw-axis (rotation-translation) symmetry. However, the temporal
separability means that significant symmetry elements are nonetheless present in the phase
and phasor gradient fields. The most obvious feature, for a beam of topological charge `,
is an azimuthal phase distribution of C` symmetry. Indeed, this is a property that can be
directly exploited in directly launching such a beam through the electronic decay of an
exciton state of exactly the same symmetry [135–137].
Before discussing the more detailed intricacies of these features, a caveat is appropriate:
in the structure of any vortex beam, different attributes of the light may exhibit different
elements of symmetry. The symmetry properties of the electromagnetic fields may be
separable from those of the wavefront—the latter representing the shape of a surface
whose normal determines the direction of the local Poynting vector. The polarization
vector field may have a 3D chiral structure in certain kinds of “vector vortex” beam, but
for the present we consider more well-known cases where the polarization vector is a
constant, separable and independent of the wavefront shape. For paraxial beams the
symmetry of each property is that of a transverse cross-section of the beam. Regarding
the spatial symmetry aspects of the phasors, noting that spatial inversion is equivalent to
reflection followed by π rotation, it is expedient to consider specifically reflection in the
beam-transverse, (x,y) plane.
To begin with parity inversion, it is evident that for the phasor Φ(±)` , a scalar as
defined by Equation (23), both ± cases of the longitudinal factor, exp(±ikz), are trivially
eigenfunctions of P with even parity: the directions of both z and the wave-vector change
on spatial inversion: here, of course, there is no effect within the (x,y) plane.
Now consider the azimuthal part, exp(±i`φ), again using the principle that spatial
inversion is equivalent to reflection and π rotation. For clarity, we can apply P first to
φ, then to `. For φ, reflection in the (x,y) plane makes no difference, but the rotation that
shifts φ→ φ + π will either change the sign of exp(±i`φ) if ` is an odd integer, or leave
it unchanged if ` is even. This is immediately obvious in the phase diagrams in Figure 2.
Recognising the scalar property of the phasor thus reveals a pseudoscalar character for the
topological charge `; it is a scalar of odd parity under P : in-plane reflection and rotation by
π has the same effect as space inversion. Thus, exp (±i`φ) is also invariant under P , so that
the parity signatures of the E⊥ and B fields in each twisted mode, under P , are those of the
parent operators. The same applies, of course, to C and T parity signatures.
This ensures that for twisted light, just as for other beams lacking OAM, an interference
of electric and magnetic couplings can engender a chirally differential effect, irrespective of
the odd or even nature of ` [35]. The conclusion is vindicated by the earlier observation
that the OAM per photon is `}k̂: angular momentum is invariably a property that is even
under P , and this requires that both k̂ and ` change sign on space inversion. Equally,
this conclusion tallies with the observation that changing the sign of ` alone inverts the
handedness of the wavefront.
However, the above analysis also reveals other intriguing aspects of spatial symmetry,
beyond the simple issue of global parity under P . Such features can be readily recognized
from the illustrations in Figure 2. Consider (a), representing a mode of unit topological
charge arbitrarily depicted for the (x, y) plane at z = 0. At any given radial distance ρ from
the origin, the phase gradient θ′1 is a constant irrespective of the azimuthal angle φ. This
signifies that its Cartesian components in the transverse plane change sign on π/2 rotation
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about the beam axis. As a property of the beam it has the properties of the irreducible
representation (irrep) A2 in the point group C∞v symmetry, being invariant under arbitrary
rotations, and antisymmetric under reflections in any vertical plane [138].
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There is no such symmetry for the phase factor gradient Φ′1, whose complex value
changes non-uniformly around any ri , so that C∞ cylindrical rotation symmetry is absent.
Consider rotation by π radians about the z axis: the real part of Φ′1 is symmetric under
C2 rotation in the (x, z) plane, and antisymmetric for C2 rotation in the (y, z) plane; for
the imaginary part of Φ′1, the converse applies. These characteristics mark out Re(Φ′1) as
transforming under the irrep B2 of the dihedral point group D2, whilst Im(Φ′1) transforms
under irrep B3.
The rapidity of change in both elements of the phasor gradient field clearly increases
with `. For ` = 2, as shown in Figure 1b, the phase gradient θ′2 is once again inv riant
under cylindrical rotations and antisymmetric under reflections; it, oo, belongs to the
irrep A2 in the point group C∞v. Here, however, the symmetry repr sentations under the
operations of the D2 point group are A for Re (Φ′2) and B1 for Im (Φ′2). Note the difference
in behaviour of both the real and imaginary parts, under C2(z) rotation, exhibited by these
differing values of `.
In fact, since the effect of reflection in the (x, y) plane is trivial, the above analysis can
be more simply expressed by considering, instead of the pure-rotation subgroups of the
three-dimensional special orthogonal group SO (3), those of its 2D counterpart, subgroups
of SO (2) (circular symmetry). Note that the quantum mechanical rotation operator, for
each of the symmetries identified above, is directly related to the phasor as defined by
Equation (23):
R(z, φ) = exp(−iφLz/})Φ(−)` (0, φ) (25)
Accordingly, we can generalize to topological charge of arbitrary value ` > 2 by
observing that the phasor Φ` itself has pure rotational C` symmetry and no other element;
it transforms under symmetry operations of the Schoenflies point group C` as the totally
symmetric irreducible representation A [139]; its real and imaginary parts individually
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admit additional symmetry elements and transform as separate representations of the
higher symmetry pure rotation group D` [139]. For the real and imaginary parts of the
gradient field Φ
′
`, those irreducible representations obviously interchange. Tables 1 and 2
show specifically the transformation behaviour and irreducible representations of salient
properties, for odd and even values of ` ≥ 3. Note that in the latter case, the vector nature
of the gradient field imparts different representations to the real part of the phasor and the
imaginary part of its gradient, just as we saw for ` = 2.
Table 1. Irreducible representations of the point group D` and salient symmetry operations for
the real and imaginary parts of the azimuthal phasor of a paraxial optical vortex, and of its vector
gradient field for odd topological charge; m denotes any positive integer number of rotations.
D` (odd `≥3) E `Cm≤`−1` `C2
A1 +1 +1 +1 ImΦ`, ReΦ
′
`
A2 +1 +1 −1 ReΦ`, ImΦ
′
`
Table 2. Irreducible representations for even topological charge ` ≥ 4; all other details as in Table 1.





A1 +1 +1 +1 +1 ReΦ`
A2 +1 +1 −1 −1 ImΦ`
B1 +1 +1 +1 −1 ReΦ
′
`




The understandable focus in the majority of studies, on the spatial properties of
helicity and angular momentum in vortex light, has lent an emphasis to measures and
implications of beam chirality. Whilst chirality signifies a lack of symmetry under the
operation of space inversion P , it does not preclude aspects of rotational symmetry closely
linked to the corresponding generator of axial rotations, well-known to be manifest in petal-
like interference structures. However, beyond the established context of experimentation
designedly based on beam interference, such patterning also arises in studies that focus on
the nature of light-matter interactions—as for example in spectroscopic investigations. At
this quantum level, just as with molecules, there is far more to spatial symmetry than just
parity, where the interactions of structured beams are concerned.
The results for spatial symmetry, here reported for the first time, will be important
for applications in which light-matter interactions are studied across a limited section
of a vortex beam; several protocols for experiments of this kind have recently been pro-
posed [25,134]. This contrasts with most studies that collect signals from the whole trans-
verse cross-section of the beam, where azimuthal integration over the phasor and its
gradient field clearly give results that average to zero. Laser studies of phenomena such
as the attenuated transmission of twisted light in probing turbid or structurally complex
media [140,141], where locally inhomogeneous light scattering and absorption take place,
may benefit from the differential response that can be identified in different transverse
sectors of the beam. It is interesting to surmise whether such effects might also play into
the retention or loss of information content in the propagation of twisted beams suffer-
ing the effects of atmospheric turbulence, a feature of keen interest to the optical vortex
community [142–146].
This article has dwelt on the quantum and symmetry aspects of optical vortices
whose chiral structure owes its origin to a helicoidal wavefront; polarization aspects
have largely concerned only the special cases of uniform circular polarization. Although
beyond the scope of the present analysis, it will be interesting to develop and further
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explore counterpart principles for vector-vortex modes whose polarization varies within
the beam cross-section [147–149]—including Poincaré states whose profiles may include
a distribution of polarizations spanning the whole surface in a Poincaré sphere represen-
tation [105,150–152]. The generation and properties of such modes commonly involve an
intricate interplay of OAM and polarization features [153,154]; for such modes, further
aspects of symmetry arise, such as the Poincaré-Hopf indices for interference singularities
producing a distribution of intensity nulls [155]. However, the fully-fledged quantum field
theory for the nanoscale light-matter interactions of such beams has yet to be developed;
that level of analysis represents the next edge of ongoing research.
To finally conclude, it is interesting to observe more broadly the realm of applications
that has already arisen from the development of optical vortices, through the strongly
active synergism of theory and experiment. As previously noted, the topological charge of
an optical vortex can have either positive or negative values; it is only technical limitations
that place any upper bound on its magnitude, and values of up to several hundred have in
fact been experimentally achieved. This capacity represents the basis for developments in a
surprisingly large range, exploiting quantum aspects of the high-level modal symmetry as-
sociated with beam phase and transverse structure, as well as the quantized orbital angular
momentum [156]. Some of the fields showing special promise include quantum computing
and cryptography, optical communications, micro-rheology, materials characterization,
nanofabrication, and bioimaging: a very brief summary follows.
Structured beams in general offer enhanced bandwidth for optical information trans-
fer and exciting opportunities to expand the scope of quantum computing. Exploiting
the quantum aspects of twisted light itself represents an inviting new basis for enhanced
cryptography [21], through the implementation of high-dimensional generalizations of the
familiar qubit states [22]. There are highly interesting optical communication opportuni-
ties [157,158], with much of the current focus being the challenge of propagation through
scattering or turbulent media [159–161]. Meanwhile, directly exploiting the orbital angular
momentum of vortex beams finds microscale optomechanical applications in microparticle
sorting [162], non-contact motorized lab-on-a-chip fluidics [163,164], and confined space
rheology [165], while the application of vortex beams in the field of nanolithography has
been shown to afford new top-down methods for directly fabricating chiral nanostruc-
tures [32,166]. The chirality intrinsically associated with such beams is of further interest
for the additional dimension it can offer as a spectroscopic tool, where it is used as a
probe of media ranging from chiral compounds [25,119], to plasmonic, nano- and meta-
materials [34,167,168], and magnetic media [169], and in studies on free atoms [170,171].
Yet in highly complex, structurally heterogeneous, and strongly attenuating media, vortex
beams still exhibit novel attributes [140], including a capacity for enhanced depth imaging,
even extending to the analysis of brain tissue [141]. There is a truly phenomenal growth
in the list of applications and every indication that this expansion is likely to remain a
strongly continuing trend.
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